PE Mentor Report, Spring 1, 2016
This term the PE Mentor has supported staff in FS and Year 3 and 4 with the delivery of gymnastics and
Year 2 staff with the delivery of lessons using hockey skills and hockey equipment.
During the gymnastic sessions staff members taught alongside the PE Mentor to teach and deliver a range
of gymnastic activities which challenged the pupils ability through differentiation of tasks and using a wide
range of equipment.
Staff members also worked with the PE Mentor to extend their knowledge of safe practice within
gymnastics and knowledge of correct teaching procedures and safe use of climbing frames, mats and
climbing frames. There was also a focus, especially in KS2 lessons on how easily ICT can be utililised to aid
the pupils learning and development of gymnastics.

Within the KS2 lessons, children also completed class mini competitions in which pupils in the class judged.
The pupils enjoyed this aspect and were very supportive of one another and were using language which
demonstrated a thorough understanding of the lesson objective.

Year 2 pupils completed a sequence of lessons based on hockey skills and use of the hockey equipment. It
was encouraged that outside space was utilised and pupils soon adapted to outdoor PE in all weather. The
pupils benefitted a great deal from the extra space making the activities much more beneficial to the
pupils’ development. All pupils made excellent progress and demonstrated a good range of skills.
The final sessions then incorporated all skills into adapted games which made up a mini class festival which
enabled all pupils in the class to experience a competitive event.

Afterschool Football club also continued this half term for pupils in Year 1 and 2. The pupils in the club
were very well behaved and had an excellent attitude towards their learning and development of skills.

The PE Co-ordinators in the school are now engaging pupils in many Hull School Games competitions and
are very organised in doing so, ensuring opportunities are provided for as many children as possible to
compete. Pupils from Year 5 and 6 also attended a Dodgeball Festival organised by the PE Mentor.
Six teams attended the festival and it was a very competitive afternoon, with all teams demonstrating a
very high standard of play. Craven Primary pupils did exceptionally well and were the winning team on the
day. Well done to all.

All KS1 and KS2 pupils have again taken part in the whole school inter / intra competition with many
school records being broken as a result of pupils constantly getting better. The class winners all took part in
an assembly phase final to find the overall School Champions, which was a great event. Well done to all the
individual winners, who are now looking forward to finding out how they did, compared to the other
schools who took part.

